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Honor System
Defeat Feared

BY JOHN CHATFIEUD
Robert Mason, eo-chairmaff and
FEB. 9—At 10:30 tonight, treasurer, agree" that this
Campus Chest Co-chairman Ian year's drive was slightly bogBennett mopped his brow; ged down by conflicting events,
frosh ugly man Ralph Allen lack of time, and the loss'of
•FEB. 12 :— The proposed academic Honor System will not survive the alt
revelled in victory, singer Lau- members (two co-chairmen
ri Lynn was ushered out by a worked with Bennett before college referendum later this semester "unless students do some pretty serious
noble uppercla^sman and the Mason took the post). Mason thinking'," Committee of 100 Steering- Co-Chairman Charles Mixter warned toMather Hall janitor uttered a does not hesitate to attribute day.
,
.
•.
,
. «
,
.
despondent cry of futility. The the $4,100 earned to the profi. ' Both Mixter and Senate President Roger MacMillan noted, however, that.
finale was over, and gay stu- cient and persistent Bennett. ' Tuesday's meeting of the committee of 100 saw considerably less controversy
dents were telling their friends, The remainder of the Camp- than expected. The meeting was called to discuss the first half of the two-page
"It's charity, fellows. The ends us Chest hierarchy include; proposal on the system itself. Discussion during tomorrow evening's meeting
publicity, Jack. Angell; enterjustify the means."
This year's Campus Chest tainment, Robert Woodward will be directed to the final page on the Honor Council.
Unaware of the drastic and favorable'change in the College's climate the
drive produced as much havoc and Robert MacLeod; canvassbut less 'money than last year's ing, John Koret and Arthur system could create, some undergraduates presently oppose its adoption, Mix-=.
pre-Christmas drive, netting Gregg and faculty canvassing, ter suspects. .
Questioning whether possible
$4,100 vs. over $6,500 in 1959. Richard Sehnadig.
controversial' implications of
During the finale, though,
the system received sufficient'
cakes and kisses sold for imattention, MacMillan suggested
pressive sums of $100, $50 and
today that last week's meeting
$30, the frosh cake sold for $62,
may have gone too smoothly.
and an exciting race by the
Calls. Turnout Good
freshman class .and St. Anthony Hall provoked reckless
He said lie was pleased with
Tuesday's turnout of 74 mem- :
generosity. Two clothing certificates »worth $40 apiece were
FEB. 12 — At a WRTC-FM appointed to work with the Several new shows are now bers of the committee of 100
awarded to raffle entries at executive board meeting to- new Board in planniHg the sta- on the air caehwefek. The first, •which actually includes only 855
program's enS.
day, William C. Richardson tion's facilities in. the new installation of an eight part students. Those absent Tuesseries by David Rutherford on day, however, were dropped
Frosh Are Rrst
'62, was nominated for the Fine Arts Building.
members
of the new Presiden- from the group.
Placing first in the ugly man post of s t a t i o n manager,
Negotiations Begin
.Several alterations ' advised
ABOVE: Student Takes On Lauri Lynn To Aid Cause
contest were the freshmen, Thomas M. Kelly '62, for pro- Negotiations are. under way tial cabinet was broadcast Tuesday
.to the steering comwith 5,5i7 votes; second came gram director, Clarence U. with an AM radio* station in las Monday e v e n i n g . The mittee's draft
have since been
BELOW: Chaplain Thomas Clips A Contributor for Charity
St. A's with 2,339 votes," and Carruth '63, for technical di- Hartford to broadcast stereo- "Know Thyself" lectures by included, Mixter
although
third was Phi Kappa Psi rector aiid L aw r en c e G. phonic music, marking the Professor M. C. Langhorne no, changes, weresaid,
in the
which made a remarkable re- D'Oench '62, as business man- first time AM-FM- stereo has have been taped and presented paragraph which made
includes
the
covery after the frustration of ager.
.
originated "from the Harttord each month.
controversial elements,
having its ugly man stolen by The Board's slate for elec- area, • .
iPano music by Steven J. most
'
a few , students have
vengeful freshmen to chalk up tion will be put before ths enwill be carried live which
dubbed the "squealer clause."
For the second time in its Malinsky
1,833 votes.
on
"Music
for
Dining."
A
spetire station staff Tuesday It history Radio Trinity submitThe paragraph reads, "Every:
The William M. Savitt Cup. must be entirely accepted or ted a program' to be carried cial series, "What's at tne man. in every class, must re-awarded to the fraternity that rejected.
.
throughout New England over Wadsworth Atheneum," wiih gard himself as particularly
places highest in three categor- The new, board of directors the Educational Radio Net- Edward A. Bryant, Curator, bourfd by, his honor not to cheat
ies—ugly man . contest, . per will a p p o i n t the advisory work. -The' tapes of the Con- began in December.
bound in honor to report to
capita giving and per cent of board, consisting of chief an- vocation, "New World Ahead, In response to increasing re- the Honor Council any violamembers working for the nouncer, executive producer Interpretation and Prophecy," quests for jazz, the station tions of the Honor Code that
Campus Chest was awarded to and public relations director. held here last spring and hopes to experiment with Sat- come to his knowledge."
cup's origin two years ago, it
broadcast live by WRTC-FM urday broadcasts At present,
Adds Necessary Teeth
Delta Kappa Kpsilon. Since the A steering committee has been were broadcast by the ERN WRTC-FM is ^ on the air 45
Senate
Vice President Robert
hours
a
week.
~
has gone to St. Anthony Hall
t
this January. Last summer, a
Honish said during the meeting
and Psi Upsilon.
concert by Clarence Watters
that the clause added necessary
ana Daniel Pinkham was also
In per capita donations, DKE
teeth to a program which
carried..by
the
network.
led with $6.40, Sigma Nu was
would be ineffective without it,
second with $4.45 and PsiU was
The ERN central office in
Gordon- Ramsey, a. member
third with $4.00.
Boston " received a favorable
of the committee of 100 and
DKE again led in the perresponse to 'the Convocation
(Continued on Page 2)
centage of fraternity men FEB. 10—The winners of the series and sent out over 100
working for the Campus Chest JesterW one act play contest -s-epnais,'.of. the -lectures. . .--..
By GEORGE WILL
with 74 per cent, and was fol- have
to submit
been selected, Mr. Nichols WRTC-FM. plans
_.
lowed by PsiU, 60 <per cent~ announced
NEW
YORK, Feb. 12—Contoday. Senior Peter 'its tapes of the Edmund Cherand St. A's, 30 pex- cent.
gressman Henry Reuss, (D.Fish's
"
"The
Gift,"
about
a;.bonnier
lectures
on
oriental
An Exotic Mnale
revealed today in an adman who isolates him- religions, and of the confer- WisJ
The finale itself was embel- young
dress
to '20 collegiate editors
ence
on
Christian
Existentialself, took first place, earning
lished by the moderating of him
ism to the Educational Net- a tentative timetable for pres$25.
"How
Deep
for
a
Bob Woodward, the exotic
work.. If approved" they will entation and adoption of the BY JOHN WITHERINGTON
dancing of Alpha Chi Rho ugly Pearl," which takes place in a be broadcast later this year. Kennedy administration's stu- FEB. 6 — President Roger
submarine,
won
second
place
man Bruce Hill, and the efforts
dent "peace corps" bill.
Two ^Spectaculars'
M a c M i l l a n , replying- 10
of a compliant Central Connec- and $15 for Bruce Goldfaden. ' The college station is now
The editors are attending c h a r g e s by the Tripod of a
Neal
Haynie's
'iDeep
Blue"
ticut co^ed, Miss Lauri Lynn,
thep rocess of producing the third annual Student Edi- "do-nothirig" Senate, said towhose singing produced cheers was awarded the $10 ttiird in
two
radid "Spectaculars." A tors' Conference oh Interna- night that the present Senate
prize
by
'Judges
'Minot
and
and whose kisses produced
60
minute
dramatic narration tional Affairs sponsored by was "pretty good" and added
money. Smiling faintly at deri- Nichols .
of- the Hungarian Revolution the Overseas Press Club of that, this year most responsisive jeers, reading The Scarlet Honorable mention went to has
been written by- Michael. America and the National bility had been placed upon
Letter backstage, and never Chris Sturge's " C a i n and
E.
Hill
and, under ^he direction Student Association. The four- the individual senator.
stooping to grimace for a Abel". The Jester's received
of
hTomas
M. Kelly, will be day meeting is .being held at MacMillan conceded, _ howcheap laugh, when she had over three times as many enpresented
in
March. A 90-min- tlie New York chapter of OPC. ever, that the paper's Jan. 10
doled out an expensive kiss, tries as last year. Despite a
this young girl bore the brunt heavy schedule, they hope to ute program entilted "The Congressman Reuss, who, editorial did merit some conof the show on her shoulders. be able to produce at lest two Meaning of America" wijl be along wilh the late Senator sideration. He noted that =>bma
Richard Neuberger (D.-Ore!, senators' inactivity, poor 'atcarried later- in the spring.
Ian Bennett, co-chairman and aof tine entries this spring.
originally proposed the youth tendance and irresponsibility
corps, repbtted that a Color- detracted from the position's
ado State University study of honor and emphasised that it
the idea was due for_ submis- was up to the senators themsion to Congress in two weeks. selves t 0 correct the situation.
Substantive proposals are exConstitutional Charges
pected to follow the report in
Sen. Robert Brown introa few weeks.
duced several changes to the
Possible Blend
Senate Constitution, most of
It is expected the final form which were designed to clarify,
goings-on there should be a ivity. One student told the of the corps will.be a blend of existing ambiguities in Senate
By JOHN HENRY .
Probably no one on the col- chance far people to experi- Tripod that Lacy became sus- public and private sponsorship. j-eiection procedure and mamrecently' of his story Congressman Reuss thinks a J bership.
lege's staff bosides a campus ment, to- evaluate limits, to picious
p
cop is as studiously avoided as raise q u e s t i o n s about the that his grandmother's death group of 1,000 will be the
The most significant amendits dean of students. Almost world we're .n. There ought had'forced him to cut several maximum, size' in early years. ment required that each ballot,
days'
classes.
•
While the Wisconsin Repre- contain a : number of votes
inevitably he becomes a butt- always be the willingness on
of carnpus humor and a larget the part of the c o<leg(» author- Not relying on the boy's sentative did not deal with the equal to the number of senaities to see the reasons behind word, Lacy.asked for written problem of possible -draft ex- tors to be elected by the votfor bitter criticism.
Accordin.;* to Dean of Stu- the behavior. There ought al- proof from Ms parents. The emptions for corps members, er's class (fifteen by rising
dents, -O. W. Lacy, this anta- way to be the altitude of giv- mother .promptly fired off an he did say "the element of seniors, six by rising juniors,
gonism can be traced to the ing xlie- second choice to the indignant letter 'confirming shared sacrifice would be bet- |hree by rising sophomores i.
misconception of a dean's .role. Nth power . . . There ought to the boy's story and the dean ter enchanced if members
Brown indicated that (his
were paid the equivalent of a would prevent the situation of*
"Most people," says Lacy, be a prohibition of the word was^oDligated to apologize.
•
His
biggest
complaint
about
'never'
in
the
educator's
vocabrifle-toting
s
o
l
d
i
e
r
in
the
"tend.* to view the flear. of stu(Continued on Page 3)
dents sol^y in his function as ulary. The guy about to ger students is that many work Army.''
He stressed that although
disciplinarian. While this is "kicked out fcn cheating is still way below their capacity. •
The Dean takes pride in ac- the program might cost trie
important, the advising aspect teachable."
of iiis role is probably much It is I>ean Lacy's ticklish quainting himself with -the government, as much as' $10,more
important than the im- task decided when one of his academic and personal' back- 000,000 annually, this total lr.
ABOVE: Stimulated Spectators' Appreciate Interpretive Dancing
posing of rules."
charges deserve a break. II ground of every undergradu- less than one percent of the
he
feels a man will see the ate. At Lacy's fingertip are total the U.S. now spends yearThe
dean
notes
that
since
he
FEB. 6—Peter S. Postma toBELOW: Expensive Baked Goods Fly During Campus Chest .Finale
dossiers of information ly on foreign economic aid.
has assumed his piesent post error of his. ways only through fat
day was formally commiscovering
almost
every
facet
of
Ready Next.Year
i a Sept. 1958, genercl campus imposition of drastic measures, each student's character. lie
sioned Cadet Commander of
mores -have changed — anil the dean may advise the harsn makes a point of recording the t Congressman Reuss feels the AFROTC detachment at
the plan could be "set up and the mid-year Change of Comalternative of expulsion.
*' ' i hanged for the better.
content of practically every
i' (| The decline in the number The dean says he takes such interview he holds with a stu- ready to go" next year. He mand Ceremony in the State
credits the support of the stu- Armory. Former Commander,
L,j*ijl ' f-public disorders (e.g. riots, a step with "utmost reluctance dent.
dent press with helping speed David .W. Smith, was appoint"1 'f "bottle nights') has now left but "a person may need the
"i|l I dm moic time to devote to opportunity (of suspension) to Predictably., a heavy percent- implementation of the euros. ed Assistant to the Command?
The conference has beer' ad- j ant of Cadets.
•j J i the problems of individual reiearn." Of those readmitted age of .people;who face.the beLacy estimates more than 90 spectacled dean the ;most come dressed by numerous speakers The new Deputy Commander
undergraduates.
One of the occupational haz- percent have mended their from broken homes. Lacy has and panel discussing "preoSUfe is Robert M. Rodney Jr.. an«1
Norman L. Tuorni, Michael J-.
s oi any dean is that he m-t ways and have gone on to access to a ..'considerable fund points on the new frontier."
A'verell •Harrihian, special Quigley,' Richard B. Gadd, and
',dverten:lv carves out a repu- complete their college careers of- knowledge on each student's
family background.*
,
ambassador far the President, Frederick C.. Pringle will act
lation for himself as a hard- successfully.
hearted man who ij' lights In
In his two and a half yeai-s The dean assumed his pres- spoke at the Saturday eve- as the Commanders Staff. Ths
dispensing justice rait er than as dean, Lacy's patience tas ent post with several years be- ning dinner. He urged the edi- remaining senior officers were
inercy.
. ,
been tried by a spate of far- hind Mm in. teaching psychol- tors to take the lead in- dis- all assigned new positions as
ogy.; He views his job%s a pelling the "mercenary image" Squadron and Flight ComFor ihoie students who have fetched stories.
His job, of course, requires teaching one also— the only of the U.S. by ''associating manders and Squadron Execuaivoluntariiy develop ;d a dose
tive Officers.
lelattiaship %vith liLn, Dean him to be a detective of sorts. d i f f e r e n c e being that he with the hopes of others."
Another Kennedy
This is the first year comLacy rpay fit this irriage, but This year, for instance, he has "teaches people one at a time
- » •'
Others addressing the Satur- mand ' positions have b e e n
i his is an image wnich he. had to establish the validity now."- ,
woxks hard' to live down. He, of the deaths of some 2"? Lacy still keeps his hand in day session were: Edward F. switched between semesters.
-ncidentally feels college es- grandmothers, many of _whoin teaching with his position as (Ted) Kennedy;; James D. The innovation is designed to
teem, for him has increased thoughtfully "passed away'' on Associate Professor of Ps=y- Rockefeller IV; Bob Consi- give all the seniors experience
the same day that their grand- -etiology. The untouched psy- dine, columnist and foreign in more than one capacity. The
since he took oltice.
He sums sin his philosophy sons were saheduled , to take chology journals stacked up correspondent for the Hearsi Air Science Department is
his desk bear witness to: Headline Service; John L. pleased with the results and
about his rail; this way: "It's an hour test at Trinity.
my view thai in all o' the Some critics of tire rt^an "I'll return to .'full-time (each-. Sleele, head of the Washing- 'intends to continue the practice
ton Bureau of .Time-Life, Inc. .in the future.
(Photos by Dole ^nd Eoberts) complex of Extracurricular have scored, this sleuthing act- (Continued on Page. %\

Bill Richardson Nominated
To Head WRTC-FM Board

Fish Takes
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Budgeting Skiers
Flock To Slopes

To The Editor:
The Tripod has printed sevby BILL KIRTZ
eral articles in regard to the
Published weekly, and more olten when necessary throughout the
abolishment or maintenance of
academic year by the students of Trinity College. .Student: (subscriptions
the college Senate. I, feel that
included in tuition lee; others, ?6.00 per year. Second class postage paid
at Hartford, Connecticut, under the act of March 3, 1879. The columns
the Senate, though a weak orof THE TKINITY TBIPOD are at all times open to undergradutes,
ganization now, ean be im- By CHABLES MACKAIX
boasts intermediate trails, them, but they no longer haves
alumni faculty and others lor the discussion of matters of interest to
ac- a monopoly on Ihc market. Af A
Trinity students. Notice of change of address must be received two weeks
proved, through the application,
"snow bunnies" and
in advance.
Students
here
are
flocking
Stowe, "where every kind of
of several proposals which I
commodating
double
chair.
Office telephones: JA 7-3153, ext. 252: CH 6.1829
to New England's various ski
person is found, the jet setshall
make.
'.
It'« Job interview time again, an under-the-table deal a*t I-G
resorts and capitalizing on
skiers are found in small hap*"
SXECCX1VE JsuABD
The
Senate
is
a
elosefl
orIf you don't believe it, just where a hot, prospect e»n get ganization in its present form good to excellent conditions
Editor-in-Chiel
! py clusters in the warming
look at how many seniors are himself.
Peter T. Kllborn '61
ihuts between runs on the
theye is little contact both on the slopes and in the
Managing Editor '
wearing soeks and shirts. By IVAN: Perhaps. Do you have because
lodge. Such factors as rates,
mountain discussing the beauty
between
its
members
and
those
William Kirtz "61
concealing a microphone in any preference as to where you whom they represent, The Sen- skiing conditions, and social
of the scenery and climate.Features Editor
Sports Editor
By
SHEP
SPINK»
News Editor
John B. Henry '61 Joodwin Lounge, this depart- work?
ators, as indicated by last life have influenced the Trin- The , country's interest in They have all the elegancs
George F. Will '62
Pster Kemble '61
ment has secured a transcript As you know, we've got week's
Tripod article, say this ity student to varying degrees. skiing in the last five years has common to their special sui»
Assistant Editor
a£ a typical interview. The plants all over the country.
is
toe
to
disinterest- and Lodgeowner John Meyer '62, grown to mammoth propor- rounding?, and their elegant
John E. Stambaugh '61
names have, in the Tripod tra- ALVIN: I'm glad you asked lethargy ofthe
the
s
u de n t s. In feels that Stowe offers the tions. Suddenly all kinds of sskiing is tq them an aesthetic
SEWS STAFF
.
dition of .constructive report- that. I'm a winter isports fan part, this is true,t but,
William Barns '6-i, Thomas Bunrty '62, Malcolm Campbell '64, Richard
the Sen- best social life,' while Sugai.
pleasure.
Chang '63, John Chatfiejd '64. Jeffrey R. Corey 'fil (art), Daniel Cotta ing; been falsified.
and New Hampshire (would be ate has done nothing effective bush attracts left over cale people from all kinds of places
'63, Douglas Carig '64, Fred M. Dole '6*L (photography), Robert FeinALVIN APPLICANT: Sit the best spot. Yes, New Hamp- to alleviate the situation. I pro- society and Mad River is .re- have taken a great liking to Tfne third classification of
schreiber '64. Wendell Guy '62 John Heldt '64 (photography), Andrew down, you're late.
the sport that was once exclu- skiers is ,or would like to tx
Miller, '62, Martin Nickerson '63, William Niles '63, Donald Pana '62. .
pose to increase., the power of served for the real skiers.'
shire is my choice.
thought to bo, similar to tb
sive and esoteric.
Stephen Perreaut '63, Frederick Pryor '62, Seott Reynolds '63, Myron
IVAN INTERVIEWER: SorIVAN: I'm very sorry, the Senate by making it the Richard Stebbins,'61 prefers • It ijs hard to pin-point the iSecond. This group- is quit
Rosenthal '64, Frank Sears '62 Kirby Talley '63, Charles Todd "64, ry, the drive from . - .
rallying point of student inter- Woodstock, the last outpost of- reason for skiing's tremendous
Keith Watson '64, Henry Whitney '63, John Witherington '64.
at the ski areas, am
ALVIN: No excuses, let's there's not a H and H setup est,
BUSINESS BOAKD
,
suburban life tha offers res« growth of popularity, and it is
within
a
hundred
miles
.
.
,
;et down to business.
Business flfrtnagrer
comes
largely
from
New
York
suburban
life
that
offers
realikely that there is no single
My first proposal is that an
David A. Wadhams '62
IVAN: Well, about the appli- ALVIN: Granted.
sonable tow rates,(Si), goad reason why millions of new City and other urban areas.
Aavcrtisins Manaacr
Circulation Manaser
agenda
be
written
by
the
Sencation
sheet
you
.sent
us.
.
.
IVAN:
and besides, we
Don-Pine '62
Marshall Blume '63
t 0 excellent slopes, and a mod- "ssnow bunnies" are initiated They fancy theirs "the best soBUSINESS STAFF
'
ALVIN: Something wrong like to move our young men ate, listing the subjects of the erate
social life which includes each vear. "But one can classify ciety at Sugarbush." and their
Mike Alogna '61. Richard Bernstein '63. Tom Boyd '62, Tom.
next
•
Senftte
meeting.
T
h
i
s
around quite a bit so they can
Fraser '63, Barney Lipkind '62, John Moellng '64, Leland Moyer '63, with it?
square
dances. Brace Leddy skiiers into four groups, each conversation, which is carried
be mimeographed and
David Pyle '64, Kenneth Wiltsek '64,
' • . •
IVAN: No, but . . . you1 sort of get. the feel of the should
'62
...prefers,
his fast-growing groqp ihavng more or less of a on not too quietly in the warn*
placed in the boxes, and will
haven't put down any extra- whole operation . . . /
ing "huts, is generally 'one oi
home area of Sugarloaf that reason for its existence.
inform
-the
Student
of
matters
curricular activities, and your ALVIN: I've tried to'phrase to be discussed. If a debatable is geared to the Maine skier
parties, money, an£j namegrades have gone steadily, it as nicely as possible; I'm not question is to be argued, pros due'to its location and limited The first and oldest group dropping. They are definitely
n t u i s . skiier.s are the racers, the best dressed skiers, fully
downward from a 63 average planning to move! For a top and cons should be included on nearby lodging facilities.
the best of whom were seen j outfitted in the vogue of tba
man, H and H can surely make
freshman year.
this Sheet. .
.;
Conrad Gage, international last year in the Winter Olym hour for after skiing. But
We liope that some day the College will scrap ALVIN: Haven't you heard some arrangement. . .
the entire Senate constitution and' begin again with of a spphornore junior; senior
Good Old Leon
My second suggestion is that skier from,. Switzerland, leit piq Games at Squaw Valley. surprising number of them
an organization which will not only represent numbers slump? Look I just crested a IVAN: Possibly. I'd have to two types of meetings be estab- his' skis at homo. Discouraged But racers rango in age to peo- don't cvcn.ov/n ski boots. Howof students but one which will also represent their little early. As for outside ac- take the matter up with P.ur lished. One, conducted as the by the long tow lines in tne ple far younger than those who ever they find in skiing an op.
'
eompeiod on the U.S. "olyrm -Portunity for elaborate dress
tivities, they're just window development director, Mr. Led- present meetings and dealing, East.
opinions and vigorously pursue their'demands.
to be equallfd,
better.
. : "
with routine busiiress and in- Dick Brainard ,'S4 feels thai: pic team and to some much that is
q ,
dressings,
things
to
fall
back
The officers, of the '60-'61 Seriate, though not
j i f their
ALVIN: Oh, you mean old troductions of bills. It should Franconia offers good skiing, older. Outside oftoenetwork and they thereby justify
on
if
you
haven't
got
any
real
particularly dynamic, have done as well as they could
Leon! He and Dad went to be attended by elected Sen^ reasonable rates, and potential of classified racers and races, existence at thr> slopes.
•with little to work. with. The fault, specifically, lies talent. Getting Along:
school together. Why, he told ators, e'aeh haying one vote. social life. Bruce McFarland the interest in competitive' skii- The fourtii and last classifiin the senators whom the officers direct. Some sena- IVAN: I suppose, but H and me only yesterday . . .
The other type of meeting '61 has found that as .a par>» ing is fosterofj by local clubs cation is the largest, and shall
tors are committee heads who rarely call committee H likes to be sure its men can IVAN: Say no more, I'm should be a well publicized time 'bartender at'., his. .§ran> from Maine to Pennsylvania, be the 'longest. Those a'r,e the
meetings and who reluctantly report "progress" when get along with other people, Sure New Hampshire would, be one, in which debtatable issues conia lodge, he is more th&n and a weeSily event at Stowe >pui'e rocreationalists who come >
Senate Pres. MacMillan demands that' they do so. Oth- and leadership in activities is a perfect spot for you, But are discussed and should be able to offset the expense of is the • Standard Race. Tlio from all- ages and all walks of £
there's another matter whidh held when these questions arise. food and a tow ticket. Geovge Stn'dard Race, is a race agaiiist Jtfe because skiing gives them '
ers miss meeting's because they represent- their frater- oho way . . .
nities better Monday nights playing intramural basket- ALVIN: Getting along! Are makes me think you might not The^ should be held in a large Ray.no.r '61, William Fisher time down beautiful Standard that unnamed something, tihat1
kidding? I had my choice be the kind of person H and H meeting room. With Senators, '61, and Robert Spain: '61, ski Trail. Anyone rbay enter to mewil, or lift, thai can nowhere
ball. Still others reflect a lack we once thought com- you
Senatorial
Representa- at Franconia mainly because compete- for gold, silver, and else be found. They are elder- *5
of about 15 summer jobs, ev- wants on its team.
mon only to imbeciles: the capacity for the concep- ery one I applied for. AH over ALVIN: What's that?
tives (whose functions I shall of the challenging giant down- hronze medak, and the num- ly couples,.secretaries (though
tion, or at least the expression, of opinion. MacMil- the country . . . I could have... IVAN: Your clothes. Now, describe below) and all inter- hill raGes on Sunday after- ber of competitors whoseages most secretaries fit into the
lan often complains of the ^Senators "who haven't IVAN: Well, what job did the last thing H and H' wants ested attending.
are still' in single .figures is last group) college students,
noons.
-' .
•spoken more than three.times all year."
surprising.
to do is enforce conformity, but The third proposal, and the
school children, ski bums,
you take?
Both. B r o m l e y and Mt.
iwe
like
our
men
to,
dress
coneverything and anything. Their
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Although in a great minority, a few senators
Snow, about three hours from
cover topics comschool instead . . . to servatively. You've got on an creating the offices of S Hartford,
fied racers, who either race for conversations
:
are
closer
than
the
have, nevertheless, stood out as true student repre- summer
sort of combine the practical ascot under what appears to be atprial Representatives. These five, to six hour distance to fun or are /hopeful of becoming mon to all the previously a m *
sentatives. Senator Roy Price particularly, Easily one with the theoretical.
a policeman's shirt; a white representatives should be chostioned groups, but are mainly
the other mentioned areas. stars, the competitive group
of the two or three most active senators, Price was IVAN: Oh! ... Eh, are there three-piece suit, and rather ran- en,
one per Senator, by that Both places, however, are are a very special group whose marked with an enthusiasm for
solely responsible for railroading through an amend- any questions you want to ask cid sneakers with one toe show- Senator, and approved by the
problems do not concern the skiing peculiar only to thorn.
ing through. What Nvould' our Senate as a whole. The func- usually extremely crowded on rest of the skiing public.
They drink wine at lunch and
ment to the Senate's constitution providing for the me about the company?
the
weekends
as
they
both
election of two additional independent Senate repre- ALVIN: A few. (pulling out customers think? ' I think tions of this office is, one, to eater to the, caravan set of
The next group of skiiers is laugh loudly, Thqy s p e e d
sentatives — and he. couldn't have''done it if six op- sheaf of papers from brief-we've talked long enough. We'll have more students active in New York giving the appear. that group which, caused skiing through beginning classes and.
government, two, to double ance of a poor man's Gros- to be thought of as aw exclu- jump every large mogul on W\&
ponents to additional independent representation had' case) In this profit-sharing be letting you know if . . .
On The Team
plan do. I get a stock option
representation without diluting singer's.
sive sport. A wealthy crowd, trail. They live fast and, wildly
not been on,the basketball floor.
after my first three months or ALVIN: I think we can find power, and three, to stimulate
these people caused recrea- at night ,but never at the exThe Tripod looks. forward to a Senate which has when I start work?
you a place on our new team. interest in student government However, there are three tional skiing to be very expen- pense of their enthusiasm for
at least the capacity for action; not one which will IVAN: I'm afraid you've IVAN: You don't understand, and affairs by creating person- areas within approximately sive. Equipment, lodges, and the sport they consider the
form' research. committees which never meet, not one misunderstood a little. The I'll write you a letter and . , ,al contacts (as a duty) between one hour of Hartford,1 two of tows in the United States and greatest in the world.
which will form such a committee before deciding to option, is only for men (who ALVIN: • You don't under- the governors and students w.hich offer night skiing. Inin Europe catered to polite so- They make up also tjie
support a program as clear-cut as the Youth Peace have worked with us 10 years stand. I've just bought a con-whom they represent. A con- fact, Joseph Lord '61 -is in- ciety at accordingly high rates, greater' part of the boginneis
trolling interest and wanted a servative estimate shows that structing at Powder Hill in and those ;who "stood. on,'thf every year, stumbling happily
or more. ; .
Corps. '
•,
,
...... .. Under-the-Table . . . . chance to test you a little, in the ratio of governors to con- Middletown. and recommends outside were naturally impress- down the "b u n n y ' slopes"
We hope to see a Senate sophisticated enough to ALVIN: Oh', come on now! H and H.' Your ideas are old- stituents could be .' one to the spot for .both novice skiers
ed with their inability to par- hoping for the day 1hey will
debate significant issues beyond as well as on the Trin- Do you think I'm a babe in the fashioned, but we may retain twelve and not an overwhelm- and advanced drinkers.
be able to ski the Nose Dive
ticipate. '
•
ity campus; a Senate which will leave the problem of woods? These things can he you for the present. Don't, call ing task.
Foivthose students who pre- These people^ still .ski tor and Natienal iwitih. ease. 'Their
us,
we'll
call
you.
Good
day.
dormitory telephones to the individual students and worked out. Now, they've got
I contend .that the function fer Northampton, Mt. Tom day, and there are still places gusto betrays their reason for
the*Buildings and Grounds Department; a,Senate selfof the Senate should be to go offers night skiing but here which cater exclusively to being there—they love skiing.
less and broadniinded enough to act on issues common
to the student body rather again geared for the novice
to all students'and the nation as well—problems as
than have them come to the skier. The last of the nearby
the editor of the New York Post pointed out at the
Senate. By having the Senator slopes, Mahawk, is situated
or Representative go to the in- approximately 30 minutes east
recent editors' conference, of human survival.
dividual a flow of ideas • and of Bennett Junior College and
Despite Dean Lacy's suggestion at last Monday's
HAS THE MAGIC OF THE MEW WIDE SCRIEN
suggestions could easily be esSenate meeting that the organization's budgetary
CWondehamtt} CAPTURED THE STORY . . . THE
tablished. A continuous flow of received aid on this paper.' "
function is enough to justify its existence, no student
suggestions would revitalize the T h e Steering Committee
MAGNIFICENT
BEAUTY OF THIS
organization should, be- dependent• upon the whims of
Senate • and give it additional later agreed to amend the final
incompete-nt senators for their annual budgets.
SOUTH PACrFSC 'ADVENTURE!
FEB. 9 — L a n c e l o t L a w , but rather is, a single product, decisions to make, which would requirement to state that the
Because a" thorough revamping of the Senate is W h y t e described himself to- in several different applica- create more power in the^sen student write one hvord,
THE NEW RIYOLI THEATRE IS BAPPY-TQ B-RIHGs
impossible now, we hope that students will choose night as a person in I960 tell- tions, of a single tradition of ate and get additional interest "pledge," which will be underYOU THIS EYE FILLING PARADISE OF THE
in
the
student
'body
itself.
Furhuman
experience.
ing
in
language
of
1900
what
fewer "nice guys" and "old buddies" and elect true,
thermore, it would make the stood to be synonymous with
PACIFIC IN WONDERAMA PLUS TEGHNCOLOR
dynamic representatives during the approaching elec- he would like? to see in tSie In denying any essential sep- Senate the rallying point for the longer statement.
' The second page of the. protions. Possibly then the new Senate will be able to year 2000. Mr. Whyte spoke to aration between the arts and the students as a group.
AND MULTI CHANNEL SURROUND SOUNDI
create a constitution which will insure the long period a. packed Library Conference the sciences Mr. Whyte called I suggest, also, that Senatori- posal to be discussed tomorrow
• * * * "HIGHEST RATING" — H. Y. NEWS
Room audience on "Communi- for a -conception of man as an al Representatives be chosen deals with the Honor Council,
of good student government it initiates. '
"BEST OF THE WIDE SCREEN HITS" — Times
cation' Wanted1 Between Sci- individual biological, expression from rising sophomores attd which, will consist of the Meentists a n d Humanists: Two of universal powers. This would juniors rather than seniors to dusa. It^states:
involve a unifying of the ideas prevent a self-perpetuating or- "The Honor Council shall
Cultures?" '
ganization. A" .senior Senator have the power to summon the
The breakdown of communi- of body and mind.
persons and witnesses
cation between the arts and sci- A c 1 e a vage between "pas- might recommend a friend accused
" The 1960-61 version of the Campus Chest Drive ences is a special phenomenon sion" and1 "word" which has rather than an able. leader to conduct a formal investigawas, judging .by standards set in previous years, only of our age, the Wesleyan vis- developed because our inherit- from among-his senior friends. tion. The trial shall be formal
held.in. secrecy.
moderately successful. The donations fell considerably iting fellow said. Figures of the ed words do not correspond to Having to pick underclassmen and
"Witnesses against the acshort of last year's $6685.22 total. This is obviously past such as Leonardo da Vin- our present-day experiences would alleviate this problem, cused shall be heard first and
SEE IT NOW
and would provide for the
attributable to the brevity of this year's canvassing ci and Goethe, who have made must also be resolved.
their testimony taken in full;
grooming
of
adequate
and
ex
;
For The First Time
drive. But shortening the drive was not a policy deci- significant, c b n t r i butions to Upholds Man's Humanity
cellent Senators for the future. the accused shall be called sepsion of the Campus Chest officials. Previously the both art and science, worked! in Mr. Whyte said further that I think that the .Senate could arately, hear the evidence
> charity drive was held in the early weeks of Decem- environments too d i f f e r e n t man, although a part of organ- improve itself by applying one against him, and be allowed to
ic nature, is
still a human part or more of the above. sugges- make his statement, presenting
ber, covering the campus at what is estimated to be from ours to be much help.
1
witnesses for his defense; all
He named as the most signi- of it, and has shown by his tions.
the Trinity man's most affluent time of year.
witnesses and the accused may
ficant factor in today'-s world willingness to fight and die for
Story of A Maiden..
Jonathan
Trefenham
'63
This year the date for the charity effort-was the determination of Asia to ideals that he can devote himbe questioned by members of
A Warrior...
the Honor Council; and a decidictated by a jammed calendar of events. Many dafte: industrialize quickly. This Asi- self to something besides his
sion shall then be rendered acwere marked on the calendar with the "non conflict" atic technological development immediate comfort.
And
the Paradise
cording to the law and evidecree, forbidding competition among events. It ischallenges the West to provide This understanding of man's
.they.
Challenged S
• right that conflicts should be kept to a minimum to moral leadership if the world place in organic biological ria- (Continued From P*ge 1) dence. . . .
:
maintain the efficiency of the extra-curricular events is to avoid being plunged Into t u r e is one of Mr. Whyte's the Senate's chief troubleshoot- s "The Honor Council shall de
program. Yet Thursday's final conflicted with', a lec- an absolute automation with standard's for* a doctrine which er, labeled the code, "a bunch termine whether the accused
ture and basketball gante. Certainly the drive officials no regard ifqr human values. will satisfy the "needs of the of rules for Boy Scouts." He person or persons be guilty of
the Honor System. A
twentieth century. "
could have eased the jam up with better long-range
added, "Once you get this violating
Basis For Leadership ,
unanimous
vote shall be necesIn
addition,
such
a
doctrine
planning'.
•
'"..-."
To achieve a meaningful would have to be universal and thing in, how do you get rid of sary for conviction. In case of
it?'
conviction the penalty shall be
But the Campus Chest, a major public relation: . b a s i s for this leadership, he historical, recognizing the place
project, also deserves conciliatory treatment from said, it is absolutely necessary of new developments in science It will not be submitted to recommendation to the Dean
these making up the yearly schedule. TKis year, the to find' a formulation of uni- anci humanities within the con- the College until members have of Students for the separation
coherence with both sci- text of the whole tradition of discussed the honor system from the College of the man
j.ust-ended exam break ruled out a lengthly canvassing versal
personally with all students.
or men convicted.
entific and ethical aesthetic human experience.
drive. The students' pocketbooks were depleted from validity,
HHTLTI-CHANIfEL SO VXD
•
MacMillan
hopes
the
propos
"Recommendation to t h e
, Single Tradition
the costs . of books and supplies. The impact on the
ed
code
will
be
the
first
step
of Students for leniency
community of the sizable Trinity donation is sufficient This would! have to illustrate He stressed the place of sci- of one which wilj
shall occur only upon unani- PLUS ANOTHER *
that
knowledge
is
not
divisible
•. * to warrant special consideration that will allow a drive into separate compartments ence as well as of the human-1 faCets of the undergraduate mous vote of the entire Counrties in this single tradition of. community. The present pro cil. In case of such unanimous
maximum effectiveness.
MAG.
h u m a n experience by assert- gram, if passed, will affect vote to recommend leniency the
MERICAN J'ILSI SINCE
The Tripod wonders what the reaction of the coming t h a t neither physics nor only the academic, not the so- recommendation shall be sent
"APAETJIEST"
ITS i
munity would be if they were fully aware of the workSLICK S L Y A N
mathematics are self-sufficient. cial,: aspect.
to the Dean of Students until a
'
» WONDERFULLY
ings of the Campus Chest. That. the charity drive
In f a c t , he said, the funda- Besides the "squealer clause,' second meeting of the commit£ f fTIDDLE CLASS MANNERS AND
must rely on fiascos such as Thursday night's finale A selection of prize winnning mental assumption that a logi- part of the system discussed tee is held one week after the
MORALS ". . ;. AN ALMOST FAULTis.a sad reflection of the "charity" movement on cam- photographs from the 15th An- cal order exists in nature is Tuesday states;
first, at which time the motion
W
pus. It was interesting to watch the drop in the pace nual Kodak Photo Contest will basically mystical rather than "At. each registration i every for recommendation for lenienstudent at Trinity College is re- cy shall be reconsidered.
of donations as Vernon Street, interests realized the be on display at Trinity from scientific.
futility of trying to overtake the enthusiastic fresh-Feb. 20 to Feb. 25- The pictures Mrs. Marion Clarke, curator quired to affix his" signature to "The accused shall not apmen who ran up an early lead. The Senate "smoker" twill be shown in Wean Lounge, of the Watkinson Library, the Honor Code as evidence of pear at this '.meeting. If this
will be open to viewers which sponsored tonight's lec- his acceptance of the same
U
PANAMA & FRANK
motion is again passed, unanifollowing the big event also seems highly irrelevant. which
k
during the exhibit.
mously, it shall be forwarded
ture, has arranged three ex- as binding, upon him.
And the outbreak of vandalism that followed this
."All written examinations
further dimmed the luster of what should have been This assortment of award hibits in the library to supple- tests, and term papers' shall *>e to. the Dean of Students. If at
this time the motion for leniwinners
will
tour
the
nation's
ment
Mr,
Whyte's
'talk.
a proud moment for the campus. Chest officials have schools, and colleges and later
conducted iinder the Honor ericy fails to pass unanimously
In
the
lobby
is
a.
display
of
promised a thorough re-evaluation of the entire Cam- will be shown overseas.
work shall be the, recommendation to the
books by him; in the Confer- System. Other
at the discretion of Dean of Students shall be for
pus Chest procedure. It certainly is called for.
These photos vary in subject, ence R o o m is an art exhibit conducted
the professor assigning the 'separation from the College.
moocl and artistic creativity. with commentary on the mod- work.
DKE ELECTIONS
IVY PHOTOS
"All evidence possible 'shall
There are humor shots, action ern^ paintings from his books.
Ivy group pictures will be Delta Kappa Epsilon has shots, domestic shots, and a a n d m. -*1?6 Trumbull Room is "As evidence of his good be procured in every case, and
+aken Mondav, Feb. 13. and elected the following officers; variety of photos displaying
m«- (i:S» Sat.-Hun- Cont. Z p.m.
t b o o k s by and faith, every student must write in no event shall a man be tried
Wednesday. Feb. 15. Check President, Luis Rincon; Vice lighting and shading techcharacters of histopy ted under the Honor System for a second time for the same
offense, except i n the light of
bulletin boards for llnae and President, Ian Rawscm, and niques. Awards for the contest who have combined work in
*THB '*JJT j J K ? " ? 8 " * N D KE NEW MANAGEMENT
the following pledge: 'On my .,-„,.
„-.„ important
_
new and
evidence in
Secretary, Peter Fish.
each year total $11,750,
art mi in' science.
WE HOPE YOU WILL VISIT US ^GGISP
honor I have neither given nor his defense.
COMING "TUNES OF GLORY''

Alvin '61, Interviewed
Don't Call/Us, We'll Call You -
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Are Many, Varied

A Better "Senate
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Twentieth Century
Communication Needed
Says Lecturer Whyte '
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Not Since CINERAMA

; Charities Lost

Honor System..

Prize Photos
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Travel A broad
Being Offered

STOWE'S FAMOUS SKI DORM
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Frosh Edged Out In Shooting Contest
8:00 A.H. After Romping Over Lord Jeff Quintet
7:00 F H .

FEB 10 — Two undeleted Psi U vs. SN
teams have forged ahead in Jaguars vs. NEDS
their respective leagues in the TX vs. FAST
8:00 F.H. FEB. 11—A furiously played pleased with his team's per- rally, Barry Leghorn was the
intramural basketball compeTuesday, Feb 14:
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undergraduates to Germany,
vs. FAST
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?:™ Leghorns prolific scoring kepi o r i n g s h o e s m n d q u J c l d op - p|1 . Halftmie score. 40-33, Trinity.
as well as t\vo-week tours of work tours offered by Bache- game to the Brandeis-Varsity ! St.A
QEP vs. AD
'••™ the game close unt!l Bndgppoil e d u a 3 0 . 2 1 advania-c. RUILR
German, French, gr • Spanish- lor Party Tours, Inc. One trip contest on, Feb. 28.
Thursdav, Feb. 16: » - 0 opened up the eight paint lead. [ Blocksidge, Doug Diynan, and
speaking aieas are included in departs June 22 for 57 days in This week's basketball sched
Bob Voorhees werp the lead-,
Great Effort Shown
of Job . . .
England, Holland, Germany, ule is as follows:
Jaguars vs. TX
7:00
the program.
Monday, Feb. 13:
Switzerland, Austria, Italy, BclPsi U vs SN
The Voluntary International 'gium and France.
Jarvis vs. Pike
stay in the game until the
7!00 A.H. AD vs, Pike
Service Assignments (VISA), Attractions include parties in
l 30 soconds. They had tremen- Blocksicfge for his .lump shots, tho adminisitration.
Cm'bort though his teaching
a, new American Friends Serv- world famous restaurant* such
dous hustle and desire. If the
Hut Second Half
activities are the dean leaves
ice program, will assign ap- as Buca' Lapi in Florence. A
bieaks had gone tho other way,
After Am'lierst pullrd to
50 volunteers to second .tour,, leaving June 28,
the locals might have very we'll within one point at 55 54 dur- no room for doubt about his
future intentions. "When I
such countries as India, Pakis. is similar to the1 first, plus, a
pulletj .it out.
ing the second half, the Shults- think I can't do this job justan. Peru and Germany, where two-week journey through Nor.
Coach Shults f pit that Bridge- mon rallied for nine straight | tiep," declares Lacy flaily,
they will work under native
g
d
d Denmark. „
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DIVISION OF
port was the squad's toughest points and were nsvpr
"J'll r-olurn qtfull-limc teachsupervision. Problems such us i a s ( 7 2 davs
disease, illiteracy, malnutrition,
FEB. 7
The Freshman • Prospects became brighter opponent to date He was very threatonpd again. During the ing."
<
'
Further
information
concerninterrstcjal tension, and ecoing these and other programs Swimming Team suffered its as Ian Smith won the hundred
nomic need will be confronted, is available in literature found second defeat of the season yard breaststroke in a time
Applicants must be 21 or over, on bulletin boards around the today by a score of 51-35. The Of 1:13,3, John Burton follow..CORPORATION
preferably recent college grad- Campus, in the Library arid in locals were able to win only ed suit by coming home first
uates. Although volunteers
four of the ten events over a in the .hundred yard freosiyln.
the Tripod office.
WILL INTERVIEW O N
not serve as experts, academic
strong; Avon Old Farms iea.m Burton was clocked at 36.5
training in such fields as lanin last Tuesday's meet.
* seconds, outdistancing all comFEBRUARY 24
guage, economics, and public
Point getters eai'ly in th?petition.
health is desirable.
mee| for Trinity' vyei'e Bob Avon came up wii]j two
concerning career positions in
t
Honors Prog
JHevner and Tom ' Shorten very good dfvors,
t Ti-mitj's
design, analysis, test, sales, elec- The Institute of European (Continued from Page 1)
who botih took second places Bill Nflpjs had toa n rbe
content
tronics and manufacturing.
in lhp fifty freestyle and hun- with a third.
Studies wilj sponsor a Paris
Batik Print sport shirts by Arrow capture
Honors program for college, & fraternity voting only far its dred backstroke, respectively.
The Frosh made up for the
' Smith, Burton Take Firsts
students. Combining American- own members.
the
look of the hand-worked prints of Java.
licking they suffered in indivitype seminars and traditional Sen. Gordon Ramsey proThese rich muted tones provide your
tested
this^
"bullet
voting"
on
dual
events
.by
winning
bct:i
European lecture c o u r s e s
, COMPANY INTERVEWS the m'edley and freestyle rpwardrobe with a new expression of color
taught by professors of thethe grounds that a studem
might not know a sufficient Companies who will hold in- lays. Chris M c N e i l , Dick
Styled in the authentic button-down collar
Towle, Dick Stowell, and Alan
number of qa.ndidatej5 to conr terviews this wtek include:
Anderson formed the winning
ply with the proposed regula- Tuesday, February 14—
Marine Midland Trust Com- combination in the freestyle
tion.
relay.
A second amendment re- pany of. New York.
quired that each nominee fOT Union Carbide Chemicals New Medley Relay Record
Senate candidacy have a 70 Corporation.
The medley relay proved to
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many average and not be on proba- Westinghouse Electrie Corbe the highlight of the day as
Loves of DobieGilW'Jtc.)
poration.
tion.
Tom Shortell, Ian Smith, John
Wednesday, February 15— Burton, and Bob Hevner teamAmendments Ratified
Deering Milliken, Inc.
ed up to win in Freshman reThe Senate ratified the two West
Virginia" Pulp and Pa- cord time of 1:55.2.
amendments, 20-3, and un"I'VE GOT NEWS FOB YOU"
per
Company.
animously approved minor
In setting the medley relay
.1 know all of you have important things to do in the morning—
changes in the Constitution's Interehemieal Corporation. record some of the team's "ipRoyal McBee Corporation— abilitios wore brought to light,
like getting down to breakfast before your roommate eats all
wording. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
tltcmarmaladc--so you really cannot be blamed for not keeping
Lands Collection
Discussion
was
conducted
on
however. The team will have
up "with all the news in the morning papers. In toda3r's column,
the question of changing the U. S. Navy—5 p.m. - S p.m. to work even harder, for both
Thursday,
February
1§—
therefore, I have prepared a run-up of news highlights from
Senate 'year. The present SenMount Hermon and Hotchkiss,
ate year runs from February Atlantic Refining Company. on the 15Ui and 17th of this
campuses the country over.
Bankers Trust Company.
to February,
month, will present, uwn
SOUTHERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Vice-president Robert Honisli New England Mutual Life greater challenges than did
Insurance
Company.
Avon.
suggested tn'at the year be
Dr. Willard Hale Sigafoos, head of the department of anthro>
left unchanged for purposes of Simmons Company
pology at Southern Reserve University, and internationally
uniform bookkeeping. Dean Friday, February 17—
known as an authority on primitive peoples, returned yesterday
Lacy added that with the Pittsburgh Plate Gla3s Comfrom a four-year scientific expedition to the headwaters of the
, ,
change in February, retiring pany.
Amazon River. Among the many interesting mementos of his
Atlantic Companies
seniors',
can
assist
the
newlyjourney is his own head, shrunk to the size of a kumquat. He
elected senators. President Mutual Life Insurance Comrefused to reveal how his head shrinking was accomplished.
MacMillan referred, the matter- pany of New York. ;
"That's for me to know and you to find out," he said with a
to the Education Affair* Com- J. P. Stevens Company.
tiny, but saucy grin.
Monday, February 20—
mittee.
Procter and Gamble ComN O R T H E R N RESERVE UNIVERSITY
pany (Sales Division)
Insurance Company of North
Dr. Mandrill Gibbon, head of the department of zoology at
America.
Korthern Reserve University, and known to young and old for
Pennsylvania Railroad Comhis work on primates,'announced yesterday that he had repany.
ceived a grant of 580.000,000 for a twelve-year study to deterSocial Security Division, Demine precisely how much fun there is in a barrel of monkeys.
FEB, 11—The Bantam squash partment of Health, Education,
Whatever the results of Dr. Gibbon's .researches, this much
team scored an easy victory to- and Welfare.

Frosh Swimmers Lose,
Set New Medley Mark

HAMILTON
STANDARD
UNITED
AIRCRAFT

Senate

BATIK

On Campus

Racketmen Whip
M.I.T. Engineers

is already known: What's more fun than a barrel of monkeys is

a pack of Marlboro. There is zest and cheer in every puff,
delight in every draw, content and well-being in every fleecy,
flavorful cloudlet. And what's more, this merriest of cigarettes
comes to you both in soft pack and flip-top box •wherever cigarettes are sold at prices that do no violence to the slimmest of
purses. So why don't you settle back soon and enjoy Marlboro,
the filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste,
EASTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
The annual meeting of the American Philological Institute,
held last week at Eastern Reserve University, was enlivened
by thg reading of two divergent monographs concerning the
origins of early Gothic "runes;" as letters of primitive alphabets .
are called.
Dr. Tristram Lathrop Spleen, famed far and wide as the dis*
coverer of the High German Consonant Shift', read a paper in.
which he traced the origins of the Old Wendish rune "pt"
(pronounced "krah'tz") to the middle Lettic rune "gr" (pronounced "albert"). On the other hand, Dr. Richard Cummerbund TVonkey, who, as the whole world knows, translated
"The Pajama Game:> into .Middle High Bactrian, contended
in his paper that the Old Wendish nine~"pt" derives from the
. Low Erse rune "mf" (pronounced "gr").
• Well, sir the discussion grew so Cheated that Dr. Twonkey
finally asked Dr. Spleen if he would like to step into the gymnasium and put on the gloves. Dr. Spleen accepted the chair
lenge promptly, but the-contest was never held because there
/were no gloves in the gymnasium that would fifc Dr. Twonkey.
(The reader is doubtless' finding' this bard to believe as
Eastern Reserve University is celebrated the length and breadth
of the land for the size of its glove collection. However, the
reader is asked to remember that Dr. Twonkey has extraordinarily small hands and arms. In fact, he spent the last
war working in a small-arms plant, whore ho received two
Navy "E" Awards and was widely hailed as a "manly little
Chap,")

day over the MlT Engineers at
NAVY INTERVIEWS
the
Trowbridge Memorial \
courts. Don Mills, Bob Pope,
The .United States Naval Air
Rod McEae, and Bruce Leddy Arm will send an information
all scored shutouts riti the 8-1team here Wednesday, Feb.. 15
N
victory.
•
lo discuss three Officer TrainResults: Mills (T) defeated ing programs. The group will
Saad, 15-8, 15-8, 15-4; Kit Illick conduct interviews in the main
(T) defeated Elsherbiny, 15-11, lobby of the student center be12-15, 16-13, 15-6; Bob Spahr tween 10. a.m. to 2 p.m.
(T) defeated Labouisse, 15-12,
14-17, 15-5, 15-9; Pope (T) deQJED OFFICERS
feated Meyer, 15-8, 15-11-, 17-15;
Paul
Devendittis has b e e n
MacWeiner (T) defeated Sikri,
elected
president of Q.E.D.
15-11 15-8, 13-16, 15-7; McRaq
(T) defeated Rappaport, 15-6, New vice president is Charles
15-8, 15-10; Ben Hubby f.T) de-Kimball; .treasurer, William
feated Strutt, 15-10, 02-15,. 15- C'h sus e; secretary, Peter Wil11, 15-13; LeiMy (T) defeated liams, and duke, Walker Grant.
Svahn, 16-13, 15-9, 15-9; Lind,
D. PHI OFFICERS
(MIT) defeated Gerry' Millar,
New officers have been nam16-17, 15-8, 15-10, 15-11.

. FACULTY AND
• STUDENT SPECIAL

20% - 30%
REDUCTION ON
ALL TOPCOATS.
'0 Handwoven Tweeds
0 "Imported Shetlands
0 English Hopsacks ', This Special Is For
10 Days Only

Slossberg's Inc.
CAMPUS SHOP

*

*

See Our New Selection
of Comoy's Pipes
$3.50 - $17.50
And Also Our Imported

.

At The Foot of
Fraternity Kow
1317 Broad St. Open Ev*.
789 Park St.

English Tobaccos

Trinity College
Bookstore

QUIZ NO. 13
1) WHAT IS POMG?
2) WHAT DOBS POMG
BEPBESENT?

© 1061 Mix Simla**
•.

New from the maker$ of Marlboro is the king-she unaltered
Philip Morris Commanders-mad* in a brand-new way for a
brand-new experience in smoking pleasure. Get aboard.

ed at Delta Phi. Elected were
D a v i d A. Rutherford, President; George Fi Mackcy, VieePresidcnt; B r a d ford W. Ketchunv-R e c o r d i n g Secretary;
Robert G, Kirk, Corresponding
Secretary; Lawrence R. Harris, Treasurer, and L o u i s A.
Domingue, Steward.

Same day service on
DRY CLEANING
Mon - Sat., 9-2

3) WHY IS POMG
- FAMOUS?
If there is any doubt to
these questions, ask the guy
next to you!

"IT'S HERE-IF YOU WANT TOWORK FOR IT"
Even before Ron Spetrino l'e^eiyed his engineering degree from Case he had good job offers
from "six companies.
He joined The Ohio Bell Telephone Company
—his reason: "I was convinced an engineer could
go further here—if he was willing to work for it."
As soon as Ron got his feet on the ground
in telephone engineering, he was lapped for a
tough assignment. The job—to engineer switching equipment .modifications needed to prepare
Cleveland for nationwide customer dialing of long
distance calls.
Ron wrapped it up in five months, and found
he had earned a shot at another tough assignment.
In this job Ron helped engineer a completely new
long distance switching center for Cleveland. This
switching center connected Cleveland with the
nationwide customer dialing network. I t was
about a year lajter that-Ron put the finishing

touches on the specs for this $1,600,000 project.
Today, as a Supervising Engineer, Ron heads
a staff of five engineers and is responsible for
telephone switching in much of the greater
Cleveland area.
He supervises the design and purchase of $3
million worth, of equipment a year. And even
more important, he is charged with developing
the technical and managerial skills of his staff.
Ron knows what he's talking about when hesays, "In this business you have to do more than
a good job. We expect a man to be a self-developer.
We expect him to take responsibility from his
first day on the job and think for himself. You
don't get ahead around here by just doing time."
tf you want a job in which you're given every
cJiance to prove yourself, and real responsibility
right from the start—you'll want to see your Placement Office for furUier information.

"Our number one aim is io have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."
FREDERICK E. KAFPEL, President

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

,TH!
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TRINITY TRIPOD

Amherst Tops Floundering Bantams, 73 - 63;
Eighth Loss InRow Drops Record To 2-9
times over during the past few i both favoring weak ankles, Bruce Elliot began connecting | burger, tallied 20 points to
By SETVE PEBEEAULT
lead the home team scoring.
FEB. 9 — Trinity enigmati- weeks. The Lord Jeffs grabbed Coack Jay McWilliams went on jump shots frond around the.i Captain
Tansill chipped in with
cal basketball quintet tonight an early lead by taking advan- with Dave Traut .and Dave key.
"18,
and
Norman registered 11.
Brewster
in
the
backcourt
Dave Holmes also aided the
tumbled to their eighth consec- tage of countless Bantam misutive loss before a mere sprin- takes, then hung on while Trin throughout most'of the game. Amherst cause- as he hit on Rebounds—The Bantams, so
kling of students in the field attempted several futile second Brewster, seeing his first ex- three quick shots with about strong in the foul shooting detended service for the varsity, five minutes remaining in thepartment early in the season,
house. This time defeat came half rallies.
at the hands of a rather weak Seriously hampered by the t u n l e d 'm a " S t a b l e -job.
half. This gave the visiting; have fallen way off. Tonight a
Amherst squad, 73-63.
five a 31-16 advantage. Trin- dismal 5 for 14 showing in the
Poor First Half
absence of 'Jack Waggett and
The story was much the | the limited play of starters Anthers t;' winning only their ity's Stan Hoerr scored on- afirst half left them only 13 for
Although I
same asp it has been many' Brian Brooks and Bill Scully, fifth contest against eight loss- tap in as 'the buzzer sounded, 25 on the game
es, opened with a tight man-to- but the Bantams still traile by Brandenberger's added heighth
• . •
' is certainly felt under the
man defense which prevented 14 points, 39-25.
boards, rebounding remains a
[the Bantams from mounting
Switch to Man-to-Man
Saturday is Bonus Stamp Day
much of an offense. At times, The difference in the first 20 weak link in Trinity's perform- " ANDi' LEWIS, left, and Frank Morse, merman protects his eardrums
John Norman, Trin's 1 fine for- minutes was told in the team ance . . . The major problem center, leave the launching pad at the start
ROLAND'S ESSO STATION
ward, was blanketed by twoshooting performance. T r i n seems to be defense — when
(Photo by Fred Dol*)
fives consistently hit of the 200 yard breaststroke, as unidentified
or three men and had very few netted tout 10 of 29 shots while| opposing
__
Corner Washington and Lincoln Streets
chances to launch his long the Lord Jeffs connected on 181 for 40 to 50 per cent from the
range jumpers.
of 43 for a 40 per cent mark. floor, something, has to be
The Bantams -were also weak wrong . . . The.opposition has
In
contrast
to
Amherst's
deCHAR-BROILED STEAKS
fense the Bantams' was quite off the boards. The few .times outscored the Bantams 75.1 to
shoddy. The Lord Jeffs moved they did- come down with re- 67 for the first -11 games —.
$1.75
out to an early 17-11 lead. They bounds^ the ball was batted here again, improvement on
and • Captain Jeff . Williams meet, this reporter heard Mn '
* * * * * *
lengthened the gap to 24-16. as away and recovered by an Am- defense is desperately needed.
BY FEED PRYOK
placed one-two in the 100 yard say that this was the best per. •two
subs,
Tony
Scolnick
and
herst
player.
FEB.
11—The
Engineers
oi
One
bright
point
lies
in
the*
MUSIC BY THE •
formancp of his team, but that
freestyle, though it was not
After the intermission, Trin- fact that this year's squad is M.I.T. thrashed their way toenough to catch the Tech men. it was MIT's highly superior "
STARLITES OF SPRINGFIELD
victory
over
trv
senior
Banity abandoned their zone de-a young one. Norman, Scully,
THE TIE CENTER
Bantams 'rounded' out bench strength that to]d ft§
Every Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nite
at the Trowbridge theThe
fense, which Amherst has. soBrandenberger, Brooks, Hoerr, tams today
meet
with a close triumph story.
1 1
93 Pratt Street
effectively penetrated' through- T r a u t , Waggett, Brewster, Pool,, bl ?^ ,-,. pavs. Raymond
y
*
*
*
*
*
*
in
the
freestyle
relay.
Ties for all occasions
Next Wednesday the Banout the first half. Covering*the Keen, and Fox paint a bright and .Neil Nichols provided
Interview
tams take on the Amheisi
Best Selections
Jeffs
man-to
man
enabled
the
Trinity's
only
bright
spots
to
picture
for
teh
future.
Captain
CHARLES RESTAURANT
i In a quick interview with I Mermen, in what shapes Up to
All ties from
Bantams to rally from their Doug Tansill wil be the only \ an otherwise glum afternoon. Captain
Williams . after the | be a- close meet.
52 Park St. Hartford
$1.00 to $1.50
hal.ftime disadvantage and pull heavily felt loss, come DecemRaymond,Sets Record
Sophomore Raymond -3e't a
within four points, 46-42, after ber.
.. •• '
college record -in the individual
eight minutes had elapsed.
A
half
dozen
games
remain
medley as he swam the 200
Sparking this rally w.as :6'3"
KABTFOBD, CONN.
before basketball fades from yard, distance in 2:26.5. Nichols 175 VVASmNGTON STEBEET
Stan Hoerr. who
flipped
in
two
Good,Food . I .. Good Service
baskets and1 executed a good the scene. The always "exciting coasted to triumph in the
feed' to Doug Tansill under- Wesleyan fray is on tap f6rsprints as-he posted wins'in Steaks, Chops, Seafood' — Always Quick and Courteous
neath for another. Trinity Tuesday Feb. 21. A victory in 'both the 50 and .100 freestyle
. Plenty of Space and Free Pai'king
worked as a ufl.it during this this one would do much toward events.
edeeming the / team's favor MIT tallied right .from the
stretch. "
• •
.
.
•• IXCELLENT MECHANICAL WORK FROM TUNE-UPS
its fast failing tans. Thejbegirimng as they walked off
Amherst called a. time-out,
Hartford National Bank and Trust Co.
T© "TROUBLE-SHOOTING"
and after play -resumed .they >nly other' remaining home j.with the Medley relay .and the
game
will
be
against
Brandeis.
220-yard
freestyle.
"Don
Engeler.
regained part of their lead on
Eleven Convenient .Branches in Greater Hartofrd
>n the' last day of. the month yaptured. the distance freestyle
two baskets by Holmes. Nor- closing
put the scedule. This and then went, on .to win the
man
returned
to
action
with
• FULL LINE OF AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES IN- 10 minutes remaining in theweek come encounters with 440-yard distance test.'. : .
Serving Connecticut and families since 1792.
tight battle-in the spring!lark and Coast Guard (whom . b A
half.
After
a
technical
foul
ard
1
CLUDING TIRES, FLOOR MATS & MIRRORS
<
?
contest was waged behad1 ben called against the visi- Trinity beat, 81-66, in the sea-!tween
Dick Sankey. of the Bantors, Norman converted on two son opener) in preparation for tams' and Bails. of -the Engi^
P R I N T E R S INCORPORATED
foul shots cutting the spread to the Cardinals from Mjddle- neers, -. In the final dives, Bails
• 10% DISCOUNT TO TRINITY STUDENTS ON ALL six points, 59-53. This was a ;own.
edged Sankey "with an impresHARTFORD, CONNECTICUT . :
close' as the ' Bantams could Lmiierst
sive 55.30 count.
... .1"
Trinity
ITEMS AND WORK EXCLUDING GAS
come.
. . . .' . '
Case, Lockwood & Brtimrd- Letterpress Division
Superior Depth
BT T l .
BTH.
Mallory 4 0 S Norman 4 3 i l MIT proved their-. superior
Kellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division
Brahdenburjjer High Man 3ayles
2 1 5 Erndnbgr 9 2 20
'Sharpshooter Elliot t o o k Holmes. 10 0 20 Tansill 2 4 ISdepth- as they continually
Scolnick 7 7 21 Traut
1 0 2 placed. two menin ' the. top
• COMPLETE LINE OF FINE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS
over,. hitting a pair- of foul Elliott
7 2 16 Brewster 1 3 5 j three positions. A.first and secBELMONT RECORD SHOP
tosses and scoring ^>n a steal Me
0 0 0 Brooks
0 f)
0 1 - 0 on'd in the butterfly' and ;the 163 WASHINGTON ST.
to push the Jeffs ahead, 63-53, tosengra 1 1 3 Keen
'. :
HAKTFOBD
3 1 ,7breaststroke put them out of
with only five minutes left.
Scully
0 00
HKFictelity
^Comporient~Parts
—
Sales
&
Service
The game ended with Amherst Totals 31 11 T3 Totals 2o 33 63 reach.
'
We;
Specialize
in;
Hard
to
Get"
Records
however,
lifted
Maymond,
still holding a ten point lead.
Score at half time 39 25 Amherst. Trinity's .hopes-with; a first in
Open Evenings till 10
Phone CH 9-0414 or CH 9-0456
High point man. for the at
the. backstroke and Nichols
times dull contest was Scolnick
with 21 points. He was followed' by teammates Holmes and
BERLIN TPKf.
<• JA 9-Q063
"5 minutes from school"
Elliot with 20 and 16 respectively.
•
:
RALPH DILOSIO
Newcomer to; the Bantam
basketballers, B o b Branden-

'M.I. T. Engineers Torpedo Swimmers
As Raymond Sets New Medley Record

THE

WASHINGTON DINER

RALPH'S AUTO SERVICE

ATLANTIC SERVICE STATION
' Below Hartford Motel

RCA
offers cmrmmrs In

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
A SPECIALIZED TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR CAR1ER POSITIONS IN

• * ' "•'"-^'i i i

:™r~ ~ ^~-;zzX

• Sales • Methods & Programming s Product Planning

POR 3RASUATE8 AND CANDIDATES FOR DIORIES IN
m Mathematics s Industrial Management H Physics- m Liberal Arts • Engineering H
Business Administration • Accounting s Marketing.• Statistics • Finance m Economics

INTERVIEWS

FEBRUARY 22

ON CAMPUS

Through a comprehensive EDP training program, you can prepare yourself for a rewarding
career in RCA's growing Electronic Data Processing Division. Due to the wide acceptance of
its advanced systems, RCA is rapidly expanding
its sales offices and facilities . . . providing unexcelled opportunities for qualified graduates in
Sales, Methods and Programming, and Product
Planning.
New scientific advances—such as RCA has introduced in its EDP systems for scientific applica-

tions, industrial process control, and business
data/orocessing—promise ever-broadening opportunities in this dynamic field.
If you are interested in learning more about a
career in EDP with RCA, see your Placement
Officer now. Arrange a specific time for your
interview. And.get your copies of the brochures
that fill you in on RCA and the RCA EDP .picture. If you're tied up when RCA's representative is here, send a resume to:

Collage Relations
Radio Corporation of America
Camden 2, New Jersey

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

r.s

GETTING DOWN TO CASES:A .WITH AN ELECTRONIC COMPUTER

A young lawyer may spend many years searching through;
the countless volumes in a law library before he ever,
gets a chance to plead a case. His job is to: research the
cases which may provide" legal, precedent, it's a very
necessary but tedious task.
Recently it was demonstrated that an-IBM computer
could accomplish electronic retrieval of statutory law.
Nearly 2,000 statutes pertaining to a specific area of the
.!aw were stored in the computer's mernory. In response
to inquiries, the computer searched its memory at electronic speed and on instructions pointed out either
citations or the full text of relevant statutes. This was
accomplished in minutes. It-might have taken a young
lawyer the entire day.
. '

ns computers to work in unusual Ways is not new
at IBM. Computers are now doing remarkable jobs in
interesting and important areas of. business, industry,
science and government. •".:
If you are interested in a company that offers you an
exciting career with virtually-unlimited growth potential,
then you should investigate IBM. Positions are open in research, development. progrimmTngind manufacturing^
The_ jBM representative will be glad to discuss any one
•of these fields with you. Your placement office can giva
you further irtformatipn and arrange for an appointment
Or .you. may write,, outlining.your background and
interests, to: Manager of, Technical Employment IBM
corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22 N Y

You naturally have a better chance to grow.witht growth companyv

'-1/
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